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                                  Daily Report 

The violations and crimes that committed by Saudi-led Coalition 

against civilians in Yemen 

 

Violation date: Saturday 5/1/2019 

- Time: over 24 hours  

- Place of Violation:   
Casualties and damages: 

 

 Sa'ada: 

      (3 airstrike)_ 

- (2) Airstrikes targeted Aqman area , Al-Safra'a   district. 

- (1) Airstrikes targeted Al Madafen  area , Al-Daher   district. 

 

 Al_Hodaidah: 

      (1 airstrike+ Shells   ) 

-  (6) Workers from the Nana factory were injured when the Aggression mercenaries 

targeted the factory with Katyusha rockets and artillery shells in Al-Hali district . 

 

- (1) Airstrike targeted Nana factory in Al-Hali district. 

 

 

- (11) civilians were injured by the shelling which targeted streets and different  

neighborhoods in Al-Hali and Hawk district . 
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-  (11) Saudi missile bombardment targetd Qaret Al-Za'fran  in Kilo16 ,Al-hali  

district. 

- (5) Saudi missile bombardment targed international food stores, that Destroyed 

and burn it  in July 7 area , Al-hali (15) Saudi missile bombardment  that damaged 

(5) houses in Kilo16 ,Al-hali  district. 

   

 

-  (15) Saudi missile bombardment  that damaged (5) houses in Kilo16 ,Al-hali   (15) 

Saudi missile bombardment  that damaged (5) houses in Kilo16 ,Al-hali  district. 

- . 

 

- (15) Saudi missile bombardment  that destroyed (3) houses in Maghazi Village and 

different areas in Hais  district. 

 

-   (15) Saudi missile bombardment in Sana'a Street  , Al-Hali district. 

-   (15) Saudi missile bombardment in Kilo 7area  , Madent AlShbab , towards the 

airport and the Faculty of Medicine in Al-Hali district. 

 

 

 Hajja: 

      (4 Airstrike    ) 

- (3) civilians were killed and (2) children were wounded by two airstrikes targeted 

the Al-Makhafi area, Mostaba district. 

- (2) Airstrikes targeted  Mostaba district. 
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